The effects of cytoplasmic acidification upon electrical coupling in the organ of Corti.
The supporting cells of the organ of Corti are joined to one another by gap junctions, and electrical coupling among them is known to be good. It is demonstrated here, using an in vitro preparation, that electrical communication between Hensen's cells can be modified by treatments which are known to cause cytoplasmic acidification. Treatment of the preparation with 100% CO2-saturated medium causes a drop in membrane potential, increase in input resistance, and decrease in steady-state coupling ratio. These measures return to pretreatment levels upon washout of the CO2 medium. Also, direct injection of H+ into a Hensen's cell uncouples that cell from the supporting cell network. An increase in coupling ratio is sometimes observed immediately before and after uncoupling due to CO2 treatment. In fact, in some cases it is possible to solely increase coupling ratios with limited CO2 treatments, although prolonged treatment with CO2 invariably produces uncoupling. This phenomenon may be due to an increase in cell resistance without a change in junctional conductance. A few possible roles for gap junctions in the inner ear are suggested, and the significance of the present results discussed.